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Merry Christmas, Joyeux Noel,
Felices Navidades,
and Happy New Year!
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AROUND THE NATION COLLEGES ... ited j
Na- I
THE R E C E N T L Y RELEASED
138-page study of race relations within
Harvard College by the Committee on Race
Relations is the product of two years of
research and analysis. Dean Archie C. Epps
(Students), who chaired the multiracial,
faculty-student committee, said:
"Fortunately, we were able to work in a
period free of crisis to investigate the facts,
the actual state of race relations in the
College, and to ask what can be done to im-
prove those relations. The study yields both
grounds for optimism and some disturbing
statistics.
"One of the most striking revelations of
the study for me," said Epps, "was the ex-
tent to which students identified other
students as a major part of both the prob-
lem and the solution." The survey showed
that of the three possible Harvard settings
in which students might perceive prejudice
— situations involving services, faculty or
students — students have perceived more
prejudice among students.
The study notes that students see a great
deal more of each other than they do of
anyone else and "therefore many more
situation's arise in which prejudice on the
part of students can possibly be perceived."
The survey also included a question asking
about racial prejudice in the Cambridge
and Boston communities and the committee
reported with some relief that "clearly, if
students saw a certain amount of prejudice
at Harvard, they saw a great deal more in
the non-Harvard world around it."
The committee as a whole remarked on
the "startling misperception (by students)
of the number of minorities at Harvard,"
summarizing that "the undergraduate stu-
dent body is composted of only 14% minor-
ity students, but the median estimate by the
students in our survey was 26%. This sug-
gests that students are still very conscious of
the presence of minorities on campus and
that race continues to serve as a
distinguishing criterion."
Eighty-six percent of the "white students
express the belief that minorities already
receive enough or more than enough con-
sideration in admissions whi l e 62% of black
students feel that minorities have not
received enough special consideration."
ENGINEERS CAME OUT ON TOP, as
usual, in the annual survey of college
graduates' salaries recently completed by
Abbott, Langer & Associates of Park
Forest, 111. Graduates with bachelor
degrees in engineering had average star-
ting salaries of $1,650 per month.
Technical BA/BS recipients started at an
average of $1,513, non-technical
graduates at $1,160.
TO CURB CHEATING, the U. of
Maryland hired a second-year law stu-
dent to act as a prosecutor and in-
vestigator in cheating cases. Previously,
a student who witnessed a cheating inci-
dent had to confront the offender direct-
ly, but under the new program a com-
plainant can call a special hotline to
report the infraction.. In addition to
following up such complaints, the law
student is compiling catalogs from term
paper firms in an attempt to give pro-
fessors information about purchased
term papers so that they can be more
easily spotted.
"DEBBIE DOES DALLAS" was done in
by Vice President of Student Affairs
Elizabeth Wadsworth at the State U. of
New York-Stony Brook. The porno
movie was scheduled to be shown as a
fundraiser, but Wadsworth prevented it
when residents of the dormitory ob-
jected to the film being shown there. The
incident is being investigated by the New
York Civil Liberties Union.
MINIMUM WAGE LAWS now cover
work-study students. Although passed
in September, regulations extending
minimum-wage coverage to work-study
students didn't make clear when the new
provision took effect. In a recent letter,
ihe Department of Education surprised
some colleges by making the provision
effective Oct. 1 — and requiring back
pay for siudcnts who received less than
the $3.10 minimum wage since that date.
College administrators complain that the
new requirement wil l play havoc with
budgets and create dissension, since
some other unclassified employees con-
tinue to receive less than minimum pay
under a different federal exemption.
A F U L L - S E R V I C E R E C Y C L I N G
CENTER is being operated by the
Associated Students of Western
Washington U. With a budget of more
than $15,000, the center includes a com-
munity drop-off for aluminum, glass,
steel, paper and used motor oil, and also
contracts with the Housing and Dining
System to recycle paper and cardboard
from campus facilities.
BIRTH CONTROL INFORMATION can
not be distributed on the Marquette U.
campus. The Marquette student activity
director told the Progressive Student
Organization that no literature could be
handed out that "discuss(es).. .either
abortion or methods of contraception
not sanctioned by the Catholic
Church."
STEVE GLAZER, LEGISLATIVE
DIRECTOR of the California State Stu-
dent Association, considers statewide stu-
dent groups like his "the future of the stu-
dent movement."
And based on their growing political
clout, a national conference last month and
a new foundation-funded project for state
student groups, he can make a pretty strong
case for that statement.
The conference, sponsored by the Un
States Student Association and the
tional Student Educational Fund, drew
representatives of 35 statewide student
groups from 28 different states. It marked
the beginning of the National Association
of State Student Associations, an
outgrowth of the USSA's state student
association caucus but an independent
group now, says Bob Bingaman, NASSA
chairperson and executive director of the
Associated Students of Kansas.
NASSA is being supported in its first
year by the State Student Association
Development Project, an effort backed by
SI 13,000 in Carnegie Foundation Funds,
says NSEF's Joe Sweeney. "The money is
specifically for development of a series of
technical assistance manuals for SSA's," he
says, "and to help SSA's get started or
build. We will be providing them with over-
t he-phone technical assistance and advice
and with packets of general information."
Although there are now about 90 state
student associations in 40 states, Sweeney
says, only about 25 of those are strong "or
have a fairly reasonable chance of influenc-
ing policy within the state." The average
life of an SSA is three years, he adds, as
most run into funding problems or fail to
survive transitions of leadership.
Through better training, problems like
these can be avoided, say both Sweeney and
Bingaman. Toward this end, the first
NASSA conference included several "nuts
and bolts" workshops on grassroots
organizing, lobbying techniques and fund-
ing methods. Eventually, NASSA should be
able to assume the research and assistance
duties now provided by the SSA Develop-
ment Project, says Sweeney.
Already, state student associations are
flexing their muscles. 'I think we're just
now beginning to feel the power we can
have," says Bingaman. "A lot of state stu-
dent groups are being accepted as credible
organizations that can be relied on, and
that represents a number of people's
views."
Students Participate
In Seminar
Bronx Community College students
recently participated in a seminar on the
South African Apartheid Regime, held at
the 92nd Street YMCA. The event called
"The Price of Dissent" featrued Ms. Helen
Suzman, winner of the 1978 United Nations
Human Rights Award.
Ms. Suzman, in opening the seminar,
said that as "official opposition spokesman
for prisoners she 'uses the Parliamentary
Party of South Africa to keep important
issues alive.' " She told the audience that in
her capacity as Parliament member she tries
to express the views of Blacks who are not
allowed to address that body.
There are approximately 18 million Black
Africans in South Africa, and 5 million
Whites. With a Socio-Political System
known as "Apartheid," similar with the
one which dominated American society a
few decades ago, the white minority keeps
the black population in a state close to
slavery. With extremely low incomes, poor
housing, (some are forced to live in reserva-
tions) and no human and civil rights, Blacks
have become "Punch drunk" with no will
to fight back due to government or military
force and lack of organized power, claims
Ms. Suzman.
BY JACQUELINE PEGUES
Although South Africa is undergoing
minor legal changes such as accepting
Blacks permanent residents, compulsory
education for children, vocational training
schools being allowed to cater to Africans
and grants for housing and education being
made available to specific individuals, the
racist government has refused to change its
political system, and allow Blacks to enter
the decision making process.
Rather, an accentuation of political
repression is being done against militants.
According to Ms. Suzman, 1,000 people
were recently held on detention laws for
boycotting government policies. Ten of
these prisoners died during 3 months of im-
prisonment. Journalist Nelson Mandela,
was convicted of plotting against the state,
when he exposed police and prison brutality
as the causes of freedom fighter Steven
Biko's death.
The student participation in the progress,
came as a result of Prof. Jacqueline Gut-
wirth sponsorship. Ms. Gutwirth, a history
professor, was able to provide her students
with devalued tickets and information
about the event.
Student Government
Hearing Falls
On Deaf Ears
By SYLVAN JOLIBOIS
The Student Government Open hearing,
scheduled for Thursday, December 18th,
12-2 pm, ran into unexpected obstacles
when only two students showed for the
event.
Anitta Ruiz, Chairperson of the Student
Government, said poor responses from
Gould Student Center management was one
reason for the low turnout. According to
her, "When we inquired for the Hall-of-
Fame playhouse last month, Mr. Grant's
secretary told us that the playhouse would
be occupied all month long. After unsuc-
cessfully trying to get Schwendler
Auditorium, Nichols 100, or Community
Hall we decided to hold the event in the
Cafeteria." Mr. Claude Grant is the Ad-
ministrator of the Center.
Ms. Ruiz says the board began prepara-
tions for a publicity blitz on the campus.
Flyers, memos, and press releases were
ready to be sent out.
It was then that Mr. Grant, after advising
the board members against utilizing the
Cafeteria because of acoustical problems,
agreed to the Government's use of the
Playhouse for the event. This change, says
Ms. Ruiz, eliminated all previous efforts to
publicize the event.
According to Mr. Grant, "Although the
stage was being prepared for a Community
Group dance performance, I told them they
could hold the hearing in the theatre; I
would simply bring the curtain down. But I
also said that no special arrangements were
to be made."
The last statement was made in response
to charges made by Ms. Ruiz, that she had
requested the installation of two
microphones, one for audience participa-
tion and the other for main speakers. Mr.
Grant maintains that he recalls neither the
request, nor the alleged agreement.
Ms. Ruiz announced that the open hear-
ing would be scheduled again for next
semester.
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By SHARON COOPER
Sidney Poitier, renowned actor turned
director and most recently turned author,
spoke candidly to South Bronx Community
residents and students, of the ideals embed-
ded in his new autobiography entitled
"THIS LIFE," at Bronx Community Col-
lege last week.
Although he has appeared in over 40 mo-
tion pictures since 1950, and more recently
direct a number of films including, "Up-
town Saturday Night" and "A Piece of the
Action," the book is his first written per-
formance and reportedly took two years to
write. He said, "I wrote my autobiography
because I did not want to die and leave
loose ends. I did not want my life subject to
interpretation. The principle reason was to
leave behind an accounting for my years in
the film industry."
Mr. Poitier, who is one of the few black
actors able to create positive images for the
young, firmly advises the youth to get in-
volved in professions other than acting, he
said "There are very few opportunities for
blacks in acting. Presently there are about
only four or five black directors. In the Ac-
tors Guild there are 35,000 members and
6,000 work regularly; of those 6,000 less
than 1 per cent is either Black or Hispanic.
These odds are against success, I would
rather see our young people become doctors
and lawyers."
He remarked that although Blacks in the
film industry are supportive of one another
that there is not enough support. "We have
never in terms of tradition had an oppor-
tunity to work in concord. Every time we
tried to work in concert, that trial was met
in hostility. When we asked to express
Students Give Humanitarian
Award To Sidney Poitier
Above, from left to right, Anthony Smalls and Bridgette Winters presenting Humanitarian
Award to Mr. Poitier, while Mr. Virgil Logan looks on. On the right, Sidney Poitier mak-
ing a point in Gould Memorial Library Auditorium.
ourselves, we were met with indifference,
which manifested itself in a feeling of
powerlessness. We have to continue to find
and explore the depth of our own cultural
wealth and out of that will grow suppor-
tiveness," he said.
Originally From West Indies
A native of the Bahamas, Mr. Poitier
began his outstanding career on the Broad-
way stage where he perhaps best
remembered for his stirring performance in
Lorraine Hansberry's "A Raisin in the
Sun," before going on to become one of
Hollywoods most successful box-office at-
tractions. According to him, "Hollywood
is nor more corrupt than Wall Street or the
Government. It is a glamour industry and
whatever comes out of it tends to attract
focus, particularly when it is negative."
Although he has never received a formal
education, Mr. Poitier who is the father of
six children, expressed the need for one in
saying, "There is a passport to the world
and it is an education. The moment you
assure the responsibilities of adulthood, the
most important tool you will need is an
education. You will have to have a survival
strategy for the years ahead."
Mr. Poitier was also presented with an
award for his "continued inspiration to
Blacks through his work" by Bridgette
Winter, President of the African-Carribean
Club and Anthony Smalls, Vice-
chairperson of the Student Caucus. John
Oliver Killens B.C.C. writer-in-residence,
introduced Mr. Poitier to the audience and
served as Master of Ceremonies.
CANDID INQUIRER
BY TAINA TRAVERSO
PHOTOS BY LESLY LHERISSON
Question:
What does the holiday season mean to you?
i>eila Morescalchi
Acct./Soph./Day
"Joyful! Terrific! It's a happy
season; it's my birthday!"
Phil Gonzalez
Engineering
Science/Soph. /Day
"Due to the pending final ex-
ams, it means burying my head
in the books. But I'll make
time to rejoice with special
friends and family."
James Edward
Engineering
Science/Soph. /Day
"There's no place for holiday
spirit amidst recession, which
is no fault of the poor."
Rodney Cuss
Elec. Engineer/Fresh./Day
"It's the only time you see peo-
ple get together."
Eleanor Hutchinson
Pre Nursing/Fresh./Day
"Sad. Depression, crime and
death rates go up this time of
year. There're poor families
who can't compete with com-
mercialism. Thus, the children
will awake to a toyless room.
As a resul t , Christmas
shou ldn ' t be celebrated
according to the American
tradition—everyday should be
a thanks giving."
Almillie Jamison
Nursing/Soph. /Day
"I don't celebrate any holiday
season. The gift of love,
togetherness, happiness and
material goods ought to be
done when ever the inspiration
hits you. No one has the
authority to dictate when it's
appropriate to give, as far as
I'm concerned."
Hector Mena
Engineering
Science /Senior /Day
"Fantastic! But I'm pretty sure
the administrators didn't have
the holiday spirit when they
made studying for the finals
collide with the recess."
Hugh Johnson
Engineering/Fresh./Day
"I'm looking forward to
Christmas. It's a time to get in
touch with Christ, reflect and
implement the meaning of uni-
ty among the human race and
other living animals."
Tommy Pellerito
Acct. /Senior /Day
"The true feeling of the holi-
day season has vanished into
commercialism. Consequently,
the Americans have lost the
concept of togetherness and
happiness."
Drusilla Jackson
Nursing/Senior/Day
"I haven't had the time to give
it thought. I've been studying
for the finals."
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By Sharon Cooper and George Anim
nf 1979 The Communicator
4the Tuition Assistance Program (T.A.P.)
nedected to pay B.C.C. for the fall 76
Z and subtly the monies to «r
the fall '76 tuition fees ^  **««*£».
the fall '78 B.E.O.G. checks. There was a
Opposed investigation into the matter but
no Deviation of the problem has been
Ma^of ,980, some students were
Bursars. The main question to be answered
was- "If a student has an award certificate
from T A P., is the school authorized in
Sg\E.O.G. monies to pay for tuiuon
^cording to her "The student may in-
deed have a certificate but if the name of
the student doesn't show on a claim (a
roster sent down from Albany with the
navies of students who filed for assistance)
the Bursars cannot honor the cc.t.hcate
the T.A.P. applications."
which professor Hawkins
following: "Until
student receives an award notice from
Albany, the amount used for registration is
an estimate, and may be change y
Albany If this occurs, and the AlbanyA
aSJess than,he CUNY estimate 'he
student is responsible to pay the school the
balance due."
. foul-up. The complaint was the
1± BE 0.0. monies were being used by
Bursar to pay for T.A.P. Tuition. In trying
?o £n some insight into the allogation,
several unsuccessful attempts were made to
have comments from the Bursars.
Professor Iris Hawkins, Assistant Coor-
dinator of the Financial Aid Department^
granted an interview but was emphatic in
Can The Co/
To Pay For
the certificate is just a sta'
how much the student shr
not a check" She added,'
cerned have my sympat1
do not pay particular
on the financial Aid f£S£ » -»»» »•*—' ""
Broncos close season
with NFL type game
By PETER BURNETT
dive in the games against Suffolk
Queensboro CC and Rockland CC. During £%, '
this depression period many comments w>/_' *»
were made about the team's nonproductivi-
ty
' tMr. V. Powell, a fan, stated "The players [
aren't hungry enough, the wings are too
slow, so the members tend to be playing as
individuals components not as unit."
He also said that recognition should be
given to player Cennick John. During this
period the center half-did their job and
were not criticized.
October
The first win against Kingsboro. Jimmy
Bronx's rollercoaster season crashed
again when the booters lost an NFL war
kind of soccer game to Ulster CC on
Veteran's Day in the region XV playoffs;
after dramatically stunning Kingsboro CC
to gain their spot.
Ulster CC located two and half hours
away from Bronx in Upstate N.Y. is very
cold at this time of the year, so Bronx was
at a disadvantage because mainly all the
players were used to playing soccer in
warmer weather.
The Broncos had not played Ulster CC
for five years, because of an incident in
which the blood of an Ulster member was
shed.
After their 5-2 loss ma, THE COMMUNICATOR
"The encounter was like — — — — —— —— —
for every four Bronx inj
fered one."
Earlier in the second >
regained their composure i
by tallying two goals. The I
was Gerry (Washi) Bagle i
left side of the field, the
Palmer added his a few
10:30 on a penalty shot
Ulster. It was then that di . , . ,
Broncos. In the tate SIXtles (•*•* 9 **•") *' civil rights struggle
Battlefield Inj wagcd by Btacks' Whites. Spanish, Indians and all other
Jimmy Henry's bodv w, eUu"CS br°ught about the ^ ^ of open admissions ">
1*3 ? His attacker was gi« pubUc tetata» °f "*« '"^  ^  «"« "" "«°
unnecessary roughness and were desirous of a college education had only to register
game. Rudolf (Tumpa) Kai Md *ttend classes' No longer would they "* rwluired to •*
off the field never to r ^ t°Pei*ht>r l° ninety percent of the high school class.
Washi often had t
 For those students ill-equipped to deal with the high in-
the student receives
signs off his rights,
power of attorney
refuse to process
tion unless the f
Attorney accor
He went or
mined the w
The Powe
ing:
lege off I
my af
place
EDITORIAL
WHAT GOES AROUND COMES AROUND
OR...STUDENT LIFE AT CITY UNIVERSITY
the playing grounds after tensity of college courses, remedial programs were set up to
net. panded to deal with personal conflicts and the trials of as-
similating to the college way of life.
n ev e programs of every kind were laid open to
September the mass influx of economically strapped minorities or third
The team started by wir world candidates. Veterans were given the seeming "paid to
games. Then the soccer roll 20 to college" opportunity. To add more honey to the new
sweet success of life many colleges set up day care pro-
grams, some of which played a dual role of on the job train-
ing sites for college work study students in child education
programs. The radicals had also brought the establishment
to its senses and stopped the military disgrace — the Viet-
nam conflict.
We needed to stop that anyway, we were losing our "der-
riere." We welcomed home the wounded and the dead,
made concessions to divide the pie, melted into the
establishment and believed there would be a better world
for the next generation.
The "dream come true" unfortunately was founded on a
short mortality rate scale. In the mid seventies — at least
for City University — the dream became a nightmare.
The famed City budget crisis resulted in tuition being im-
posed after 130 years of free education, student services
began to shrink, probation and suspension regulations were
instituted and enrollment declined from over 230,000
students in the 18 city colleges to 177,000 between 1976 un-
til today.
Now, twenty years from the first outcries in behalf of
civil rights we are for the most part back to square one.
The warriors became complacent. It seemed they had
forgotten a basic truth in life: there are no free lunches and
yesterday's performance won't serve today's audience.
According to present statistics (Fall, 1979), one half or
about 90,000 students in CUNY are in the draft age of 18 to
22 years old (a small percentage are 17). There has been no
indication that education deferments will be allowed, and
according to reports the last inductees were the best
educated in history. It stands to reason that colleges will be
hard hit. However, there is no minimum or maximum
literacy requirement—anybody can go this time.
Public school estimates show that 7,000 to 8,000 high
school students (many are draft age) are too illiterate to
graduate. Of those that do, easily 45 f t are unprepared for
college level work. Although they enter college via open ad-
ministrations, and are nurtured on remediation programs,
there seems to be a great deal left to be desired.
College bound students from middle and upper class
families, who can afford it, are going to private colleges.
The working young adults who had hopefully found a
"dream come true" with free education, are now dwindling
because of tuition and cancellation of night curricula. In
s<Ji't
'o
some cases entire degree programs have been wiped out and
career programs have become obsolete because technology
moved faster than classroom schedules.
Courses that once overloaded registration guides are
steadily disappearing. Many counseling and supportive ser-
vices are non-existent. Racial conflicts on campuses are in-
sidiously increasing. Plots to kill open admissions are being
nurtured. Budgetary acid is eating at financial aid. Veterans
— a name once synonimous with being heroes, are treated ^
 0/*
parallel to lepers. Affirmative action is choking on its last ''<v,(. f'
breath. Respect for student representation weakens with '£0/7 ' *<
each flush of the toilet, and the nation is on the verge of ' /<>A ' Ae
war with another under-developed nation in the throes of
its own internal madness. A nation which on the surface is <>.5
seen as "anti-world peace", but just happens to be ,-v
economically important to American hierarchy just as /,,.'
Korea and Vietnam were (are). Oddly enough, a main drug
supply pathway led through the Nam; now it's reported „c
that a main source of more powerful dope stems from Iran e
and Iraq.
It's a bit early now to know if we'll have the Democrats
to open the war show — it looks tight, but of course it
usually does; or whether we'll go right to the next
Republican law and order monarch. But the stage is set.
The last time we made long-range demands with short-
range abilities. The last time we made demands, success was
easier won than it will be if we wait until the last minute to
make demands again.
The question is; will we wait until there is nothing left of
what the people before us fought and died to achieve or will
we begin to realize that the only way we have a right to op-
portunity is to fight for it.
"tie
"
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What happened in 1980? What will happen in 1981?
For some people the days passed are fulfilled dreams
and expectations, for others memories of sorrow and grief.
However, the next thing we can all realize, is that time
goes on; we can still dream and work for better days.
Nineteen eighty was not a year in which major positive
events enriched our lives. Indeed, it might well have been
one of the worst years the world has known in a long time.
Inflation, economic disorder, world famine, and natural
disasters were very much in vogue.
For students of the CUNY system, the situation seem-
ed to get bleaker everyday. Unconditional cuts both in
financial aid and in college budgets have created harder
conditions and tougher requirements for students to suc-
ceed. With the incoming political administration of
President-elect Ronald Reagan, education opportunities do
not look as if they will be increased. Rather, there is general
consensus that Mr. Reagan — a conservative Republcian
who 25 years ago did not know America had a racial prob-
lem — will be cutting educational grants and affirmative ac-
tion programs. Hard days lie ahead.
Bronx Community, students must analyze closely the
events of this ending year, they have to realize that the goals
and objectives set forth can still be reached, must still be
reached.
However, this will not be possible without their active
participation in the political arena. If we continue to adopt
the apathetic behavior which we are so well known for, the
changes of economic status and neighborhood improve-
ment will not come. In 1981, then, it rests upon our
shoulders to continue toward the goal of intellectual in-
dependence.
, In closing,the Communicator, in its last issue of 1980,
expresses its warmest thanks to all college faculty/staff and
students who have collaborated, in a gigantic or minute
way, to the production of the newspaper. Most particular-
ly, we thank Mrs. Roberta Koch, whose serene personality
was always a calmant in stressing moments; the staff of the
student center, including Ed Freeberg and Claude Grant;
thgi-always helpful and friendly and funny and dependable
Carrie, from the Assistant Dean of Students' office, the
vety dear Dr. Gloria Hbbbs (on sabbatical); and finally
Pearl and Leonor of B.C.C. Inc. We thank also Mrs. Terry
Perreti for her help in keeping those vital messages flowing
between the Communicator's office and the Math Lab.
Very special thanks to Jerome and Freddy Washington for
their journalistic and intellectual guidance.
Last and not least, the Communicator's staff is forever
indebted to a very special lady. A lady who even when pro-
fessional obligations created a decrease in spare time had
the kindness, perseverance and courage to stay as our facul-
ty advisor. A lady who, in our darkest moments — when
the integrity, the work and the contributions of staff
members were being assailed and questioned; when self-
doubts about our abilities were mounting — never failed to
trust, defend, encourage and congratulate us for the ef-
forts. To Dr. Patricia Lanier, a pillar of strength in times of
trouble, we say Merci Beaucoup\
Merry Christmas, Happy Kwanza, and Happy New Year.
For all! Best Wishes in the Finals!
Another Voice Is Lost: John Lennon 1940-1980
Former Beatle John Lennon was tragically gunned
down in front of the Dakota Apartments where he lived at
72nd Street and Central Park West, by a lone gunman,
David mark Chapman on Monday, December 8th, 1980.
Lennon, along with the Beatles, was discovered by
former rock and roll giant Little Richard who subsequently
took them on tour before finally bringing them to
American audiences. The Fab-Four of course went on to
become one of the most successful groups in history.
The Beatles however, were never shy in openly stating
that Black music was the instrumental force behind their
own success and a principle source from where they receiv-
ed most of their inspiration.
John Lennon was perhaps the first white entertainer to
ever write and record a song denouncing racism called
"Blackbird." in which he notes, '"all you ever wanted was
to be free." John Lennon, just a few months before his un-
timely death, contributed some 20,000 dollars to the Hale
House located at 154 West 122nd Street in Harlem. The
Hale House is a privately run institution, founded in 1969
by Clare Hale as an outreach program for children born to
drug and alcohol addicted parents.
Mr. Lennon protested against many issues both
through his songs as well as in his activist life. He argued
for minorities and against the Vietnam War.
Many people of all races, listened to and believed in
Lennon's music. As an artist he was as genial as Malcolm
X, Martin Luther King and countless other men of
brilliance. Although these voices will no longer be heard,
their messages will carry on.
Sylvan Jolibois,
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Letters to the Editor
To The Editor,
Reference is made to the editorial page of
your November 24-December 2, 1980 edi-
tion of The Communicator.
Speaking only for myself as someone
familiar with student leaders and some of
the workings of the college, I could not sup-
press the urge to express my feeling that
your "cartoon" editorial and "shamed
students" article were not only insulting to
the individuals they criticized so mali-
ciously, but were destructive to college
morale.
My personal feeling is that a college
newspaper should attempt to direct its
energies towards not only informing, but
also improving student life. Belittling some-
one so vehemently is not the least bit infor-
mative or constructive. A careful analysis
of student leadership without statements
(and drawings) bordering on slander would
have been appropriate. But, your decision
to handle this sensitive issue in such a man-
ner will no doubt create more dissension
and animosity. Without belaboring the
point, I can only say I am very disap-
pointed.
C.D. Grant
Assistant Director, GSC
To The Editor,
A recent article in The Communicator
discussed results of the Student Opinion
Survey sponsored by the Student Develop-
ment Department in April 1980.
According to the published excerpts from
the survey, the Learning Center received the
highest number of "excellent/good ratings
of the 13 services mentioned. It also had the
smallest number of votes in the category of
"needs some or much improvement."
While the Learning Center Staff is pleas-
ed with student confidence, we realize that
we still have a long way to go to improve
service to our students and faculty.
Each year at t h i s t ime, we dis t r ibute a
self-assessment form to users of the Learn-
ing Center to learn how we can upgrade our
services. If you have a suggestion, please
stop into the Learning Center in Sage Hall
to let us know, on one of our forms, how
we can better serve your needs.
Annette Peretz,
Sage Learning Center
To The Sports Editor,
1 wan t to commend you for the latest cdb
l ion of the s tuden t newspaper (The Com-
municator). For the f i rs t t ime in many
years, the sports section of the paper is a
reflection of t he s tudent reporter, not the
va r s i ty coaches or a th le t ic director .
Keep up the good work. 1 am looking
forward to the next issue.
Please feel free to get in touch with me
about any s p o r t s mat ter .
John Whdan.
A t h l e t i c Direc'or
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FALL 1980 COLLEGE FINAL EXAMINATION SCHEDULE
This combined Final Examination Schedule lists the assigned dates, times, and rooms for
Day, Evening, Saturday, and Satellite Exams. Please check this Schedule carefully to deter-
mine if you have any conflicts (TWO OR MORE EXAMINATIONS SCHEDULED FOR
THE SAME TIME), of four examinations scheduled on the same day. If you have either of
these problems, you are required to follow the Conflict Procedure which is to pick up a Con-
flict Form, fill it out, and return it to the appropriate office for resolution. Day students may
pick up the Forms at Language Hall Room 21 and return them to the same office. Evening
and Saturday Students may pick up and return the Forms to the Evening Office (TT GO2).
THE DEADLINE FOR FILLING CONFLICT FORMS IS MONDAY, JANUARY 3, 1981.
PLEASE NOTE: THREE HOUR FINALS (8-11 AM, 1:30-4:30 PM or 6-9 PM) are marked
Finals with a double asterisk.
9:00-11:OOAM
COURSE SECTION
ACC
ACC
ACC
ACC
ACC
ACC
ACC
ACC
ACC
ART
CHM
CHM
CHM
CHM
CHM
CHM
CHM
CHM
CHM
CHM
I C H M
CHM
CHM
CHM
CHM
CMS
CMS
CMS
HLT
PEA
PEA
I PHYPHYPHYPHYPHY
RDL
RDL
RDL
RDL
RDL
RDL
RDL
RDL
RDL
RDL
RDL
RDL
RDL
RDL
RDL
RDI
RDL
RDL
RDL
T Y P
1 Y P
vp
11-1201
11-1202
11-1203
11-1204
11-1205
11-1206
11-1207
11-1208
11-1209
10-2757
02-1401
02-1402
02-1404
02-1405
02-1407
02-1410
02-1411
02-1429
02-1430
11-1416*(8AM)
11-1417*(8AM)
14-1418*(8AM)
14-1419*(8AM)
17-ALL*(8AM)
18-1421*(8AM)
01-1549
21-1541
21-1542
91-2115
11-2002
21-2012
11-3052*(8AM)
12-3053*(8AM)
21-3054*(8AM)
21-3055*(8AM)
22-3056*(8AM)
01-3426
01-3427
01-3428
01-3429
01-3430
01-3431
01-3432
01-3433
01-3434
01-3435
01-3436
01-3437
01-3438
01-3439
01-3456
01-3457
01-3458
Dl-3459
01-3461
11-3157
12-3162
13-3167
Wlin a Single a!>lCll5)K, ttiiu v^ii-^anipus i cu mi uu uit aicusiv
THURSDAY, JANUARY 8, 1981
11:15-1:15 PM
ROOM
NH
NH
NH
NH
NH
NH
NH
NH
NH
BL
NI
NI
NI
NI
NI
NI
NI
NI
NI
NI
NI
NI
NI
NI
NI
TT
TT
TT
SA
AC
AC
BH
BH
BH
BH
BH
PH
TT
TT
TT
TT
TT
PH
TT
TT
PH
TT
TT
TT
TT
TT
HA
TT
TT
HA
TT
TT
TT
23
33
25
34
36
24
37
26
26
304
104
104
104
104
104
104
207
104
307
400BA
400B
207
207
205
400B
203
204
205
205
GYM
POOL
226
228
228
228
226
11
228
228
228
330
226
11
224
226
11
224
225
227
225
227
101
331
221
101
328
320
318
COURSE SECTION
ACC
ACC
ACC
ACC
ACC
ACC
ACC
ART
CMS
BIO
BIO
BIO
PEA
RDL
RDL
RDL
RDL
RDL
RDL
RDL
RDL
RDL
RDL
RDL
RDL
RDL
RDL
RDL
RDL
TYP
TYP
TYP
12-1212
12-1214
12-1215
13-1216
13-1217
14-1218
14-1219
11-9361**
01-1550
23-ALL
24-ALL
28-ALL
81-2044
02-3440
02-3441
02-3443
02-3444
02-3445
02-3446
02-3447
02-3448
02-3449
02-3450
02-3451
02-3452
02-3453
02-3454
02-3455
02-3460
11-3161
12-3164
13-3166
1:30-3:30 PM
COURSE SECTION
CMS
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
HLT
PEA
PEA
PEA
PEA
TYP
TYP
TYP
01-1551
13-1848
13-1849
13-1850
13-1851
13-1852
13-1853
13-1855
13-1856
13-1857
13-1858
13-1859
13-1860
13-1861
13-1862
13-1863
13-1864
13-1865
13-1866
13-1868
13-1869
13-1870
13-1871
13-1872
91-2123
11-2008
23-2019
35-2033
41-2040
11-3158
12-3163
14-3169
ROOM
NH
NH
NH
NH
NH
NH
NH
BX
TT
NI
BH
HA
AG
TT
BH
NI
PH
TT
TT
NI
TT
BH
PH
TT
TT
NI
TT
TT
TT
TT
TT
TT
23
24
25
26
33
34
33
ST
203
104
228
101
311
224
226
207
11
228
225
207
228
226
11
228
226
207
331
330
227
328
320
318
ROOM
TT
PH
GML
NI
NI
GML
TT
GML
203
11
AUD
207
207
AUD
224
AUD
3:45-5:45 PM
COURSE SECTION
BIO
CMS
HLT
LAW
MKT
'MTH
73-4006
01-1552
91-2127
41-ALL
11-ALL
05-ALL DAY
ROOM
TT
TT
SA
BH
PH
204
203
205
228
11
SECTIONS
MEETING ON CAMPUS— see Instructor
for room.
PEA
PSY
TYP
TYP
WPR
26-2021
41-9921
11-3159
12-3165
22-3184
6:00-8:00 PM
COURSE SECTION
ACC
ACC
ACC
ACC
ACC
ACC
HLT
MEC
MTH
11-5201
11-5202
11-5203
11-5204
12-5205
12-5206
91-6114
21-8007
AG
TT
TT
TT
TT
POOL
205
328
320
521
ROOM
NH
NH
NH
NH
NH
NH
- SA '
TT
23
24
25
26
33
34
201
221
05-ALL EVENING SECTIONS
MEETING ON CAMPUS-see Instructoi
for Room.
MTH
MTH
MTH
MTH
MTH
MTH
PEA
PHY
SEC
SPN
SPN
SPN
SPN
WPR
DAT
GML AUD
PH
GML
NI
GML
GML
GML
NI
TT
TT
TT
NI
TT
TT
NI
NI
SA
AG
AG
AG
AG
TT
TT
TT
11
AUD
104
AUD
AUD
AUD
104
228
225
227
104
226
228
104
104
205
GYM
POOL
GYM
302
328
320
304
06-6411
06-6412
07-6413
07-6414
21-6419
30-ALL*(6-9)
27-6002
33-7057*(6-9)
35-7121
11-6661
11-6662
12-6664
12-6665
21-7183
43-5305
BL
BL
NH
NH
TT
NI
AG
NI
TT
TT
TT
TT
TT
TT
NH
206
207
27
31
226
207
POOL
205
304
224
225
228
228
302
36
8:15-10:15 PM
COURSE SECTION
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ESL
ESL
ESL
TYP
13-5812
13-5813
13-5814
13-5815
13-5816
01-7391
01-7394
02-7392
12-7157
ROOM
TT
TT
TT
TT
TT
TT
TT
TT
TT
224
228
225
228
226
330
227
331
320
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9:00-11:00
COURSE SECTION
BIO
BIO
BIO
BIO
BIO
BIO
BIO
BIO
BIO
BIO
COM
DAT
DAT
HLT
HLT
MTH
MTH
MTH
MTH
MTH
MTH
MTH
MTH
NUR
NUR
PEA
PEA
PEA
PEA
PSY
PSY
PSY
PSY
PSY
11-1001
11-1002
11-1003
11-1005
11-1006
11-1007
12-ALL
22-4001
25-1025
26-1026
31-3112
30- ALL
43-1310
91-2114
97-4008
30-2473*(8AM)
30-2474*(8AM)
30-2475 *(8 AM)
30-2476*(8AM)
31-ALL*(8AM)
32-ALL*(8AM)
33-248 1*(8AM)
34-2486*(8AM)
33-ALL
38-ALL
11-2003
12-2009
21-2013
31-2023
11-3236
11-3237
11-3238
11-3239
11-3241
^inv -/-**•%.•. *) i^oj.
AM
ROOM
PH
NI
PH
PH
HA
HA
TT
TT
TT
TT
TT
NI
NH
SA
SA
PH
NI
LH
NI
LH
LH
NI
LH
TT
BH
AG
AG
AG
AG
BH
NI
GML
NI
GML
11
205
11
11
101
101
330
224
225
226
320
104
23
205
202
32
307
36
400A
32
33
400B
37
228
226
GYM
311
POOL
GYM
228
207
AUD
207
AUD
PSY
PSY
PSY
PSY
PSY
PSY
PSY
PSY
PSY
PSY
PSY
TYP
11-3242
11-3243
11-3244
11-3245
11-3246
11-3247
11-3248
11-3249
11-3250
11-3251
81-4012
11-3160
11:15-1:15 PM
COURSE SECTION
BIO
BUS
BUS
BUS
COM
DAT
DAT
DAT
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
46-4003
10-1251
10-1252
10-1253
31-3111
40-1307
40-1308
41-1309
01-1801
01-1802
01-1803
01-1804
01-1805
01-1806
01-1807
01-1808
01-1809
01-1810
GML AUD
GML AUD
GML AUD
GML AUD
BH 228
GML AUD
GML AUD
GML AUD
BH 228
GML AUD
NI 207
TT 328
ROOM
TT 227
TT 228
TT 226
TT 228
TT 320
NH 23
NH 24
NH 25
GML AUD
GML AUD
GML AUD
NI 104
GML AUD
GML AUD
GML AUD
NI 104
NI 104
GML AUD
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ESL
ESL
ESL
ESL
ESL
ESL
ESL
ESL
HLT
MUS
NUR
PEA
PEA
PEA
TYP
01-1811
01-1812
01-1813
01-1814
01-1816
01-1817
01-1818
01-1819
01-1821
01-1822
01-1888
01-1889
01-1890
01-1891
01-1892
01-1896
01-1897
01-3391
01-3392
01-3393
01-3401
02-3394
02-3395
02-3396
02-3397
91-2119
72-2860
35-ALL
24-2020
35-2032
41-2038
01-3156
1:30-3:30 PM
COURSE SECTION
ENG
ENG
02-1823
02-1824
GML AUD
NI 104
GML AUD
NI 104
GML AUD
GML AUD
NI 104
NI 104
GML AUD
NI 104
GML AUD
BH 228
NI 104
BH 228
BH 228
BH 228
GML AUD
TT 224
PH 32
TT 224
PH 32
PH 33
TT 225
PH 33
TT 225
SA 205
GU 344
PH 11
AG POOL
AG GYM
AG 302
TT 328
ROOM
GML AUD
NI 104
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ESL
ESL
ESL.
MEC
PEA
WPR
02-1825
02-1826
02-1827
02-1828
02-1829
02-1830
02-1831
02-1832
02-1833
02-1834
02-1835
02-1836
02-1837
02-1838
02-1839
02-1840
02-1841
02-1842
02-1843
02-1844
02-1845
02-1846
02-1847
02-1893
02-1894
02-1895
11-3398
11-3399
11-3400
28-1756*(3HRS)
35-2043
21-3183
3:45-5:45 PM
NI 104
GML AUD
NI 104
NI 104
GML AUD
NI 104
GML AUD
GML AUD
PH 11
PH 11
GML AUD
PH 11
GML AUD
PH 11
GML AUD
GML AUD
TT 224
GML AUD
TT 228
TT 228
BH 228
BH 228
BH 228
GML AUD
GML AUD
BH 228
TT 224
TT 225
TT 226
BL 205A
AG GYM
TT 302
NO EXAMS SCHEDULED
the
COMMUNICATOR
WANTS STUDENTS FOR:
COPY EDITING DESIGN-LAYOUT
ADVERTISEMENT SALES POETS
•PHOTOGRAPHY and
DARKROOM
MANAGEMENT
•WRITING
•MATERIAL RESEARCH
The Communicator Office is in Gould Student Center Room
306 or Phone 367-7105 or Ext: 6310
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SATURDAY, JANUARY 10, 1981
9:00-11:00 AM PEA 11-8512
COURSE SECTION ROOM PEA 22-8514
PSY 11-9371**
ACC 11-8505
ART 11-8520
BIO 11-8501
RIO 1 2-8S07r>iv/ iff \3j\jt*
BIO 23-8503
BUS 11-8506
CMS 11-8507V^iTlO  1 \J-J\J I
COM 31-8528
ECO 11-8524
GER 11-8518
GER 12-8519
HLT 93-8511
HIS 10-8516
MUS 10-8522
MONDAY,
NH 23
GU 214
TT 224
TT 227A 1 t*6* I
TT 225
NH 24
TT 203
TT 320
TT 226
TT 202
TT 202
SA 205
TT 330
GU 342
RDL
RDL
SPN
01-8529
02-8530
11-8521 '
11:15-1:15 PM
COURSE SECTION
CMS
HLT
HIS
MUS
PEA
PEA
SOC
11-8508
91-8510
10-8517
11-8523
21-8513
32-8515
11-8527
1»1A 'l*^l|\ D\>f•jv"J«*Hl JrM.
COURSE SECTION
JANUARY 12, 1981
9:00-11:00
COURSE SECTION
ART 10-2756
BUS 51-ALL
CHM 31-ALL*(8AM)
CMS 11-1503
FRN 11-ALL
HLT 91-2111
MTH 05-9721**
MTH 16-ALL
MTH 18-2488
MTH 35-2487*(8AM)
MUS 40-2842
MUS 42-2844
NUR 36-ALL
PEA 11-2001
PEA 21-2011
RDL 02-9743**
SHO 11-3136
SHO 13-3146
SHO 14-3142
SHO 17-3147
SHO 18-3144
SOC 11-ALL
SPN 13-ALL
11:15-1:15 PM
COURSE SECTION
ART 10-2758
BUS 11-1256
BUS 11-1257
BUS 11-1258
BUS 11-1259
BUS 11-1261
BUS 11-1262
BUS 11-1263
CMS 11-1508
CMS 11-1509
I CMS 13-1555
1 EDU 40-4018
FRN 12-2603
FRN 13-2604
HLT 91-2116
MTH 05-9722**
MTH 17- ALL
MUS 51-2847
MUS 52-2848
MUS 62-2852
NUR 32-ALL
PEA 11-2004
PEA 21-2014
SEC 34-3122
SHO 11-3137
SHO 12-3139
SHO 12-3140
SHO 31-3145
1 SPN 11-ALL
AM
ROOM
BL 304
NI 104
NI 205
TT 204
PH 11
SA 205
LOCAL 144
BH 228
TT 227
NI 307
GU 214
GU 342
NI 207
AG GYM
AG POOL
LOCAL 144
TT 302
TT 304
TT 318
TT 304
TT 318
GML AUD
TT 228
ROOM
BL 304
NH 23
NH 24
NH 25
NH 26
NH 33
NH 34
NH 36
TT 203
TT 204
TT 205
TT 202
TT 227
TT 227
SA 205
LOCAL 144
TT 226
GU 342
GU 333
GU 344
PH 11
AG GYM
AG POOL
TT 304
TT 302
TT 320
TT 320
TT 318
GML AUD
BUS
BUS
CMS
CMS
HLT
HLT
HIS
MTH
MTH
MTH
MTH
MTH
MTH
MTH
MTH
MTH
MTH
MTH
MTH
MEC
MEC
MUS
NUR
PEA
TT\S\TPOL
SHO
SPN
SPN
SPN
WPR
41-1264
41-1265
11-1514
11-1515
91-2120
93-2130
10-9321**
06-2441
06-2442
06-2443
06-2444
06-2445
06-2446
07-2447
07-2448
07-2449
07-2450
07-2451
07-2453
11-1752
11-1753
53-2849
37-ALL
12-2010
11-ALL
11-3138
12-2669
12-2670
12-2671
11-3181
3:45-5:45 PM
COURSE SECTION
CMS
CMS
EDU
HIS
HIS
HIS
HIS
HIS
HIS
HIS
HIS
HIS
HIS
HIS
HIS
HIS
HIS
HIS
HIS
HIS
HIS
HIS
HIS
HIS
HIS
MUS
MUS
SOC
11-1523
11-1524
26-ALL
10-2201
10-2202
10-2203
10-2204
10-2205
10-2206
10-2207
10-2208
10-2209
10-2210
10-2211
10-2212
10-2213
10-2214
10-2216
10-2217
10-2218
10-2219
10-2220
10-2221
10-2223
10-2227
54-2850
61-2851
34-9381**
AG GYM
AG POOL
BX ST
TT 205
TT 331
TT 204
ROOM
TT 203
SA 205
TT 225
GU 342
AG POOL
AG GYM
TT 224
ROOM
NH 23
NH 24
TT 203
TT 205
SA 205
SA 203
BX ST
BL 207
PH 11
LH 32
BL 206
LH 33
BL 304
TT 331
LH 36
LH 37
PH 11
TT 330
HA 101
BL 201
BL 105
GU 333
BH 228
AG 311
rrvt \ *%*^ ATT 224
TT 302
TT 226
TT 227
TT 228
TT 304
ROOM
TT 205
TT 224
PH 11
GML AUD
GML AUD
NI 104
GML AUD
GML AUD
GML AUD
TT 228
NI 104
TT 228
GML AUD
GML AUD
GML AUD
NI 104
GML AUD
NI 207
GML AUD
NI 104
GML AUD
GML AUD
GML AUD
GML AUD
NI -207
GU 333
GU 344
BX ST
TUESDAY, JANUARY 13, 1981
9:00-11:00 AM CMS 16-1537
COURSE SECTION ROOM CMS 21-1544
FTC 55.1705
ART 11-2761
ART 21-2771
BIO 15-ALL
CHM 22-1422*(8AM)
CHM 33-1424*(8AM)
CMS 11-1504
CMS 13-1533
CMS 21-1539
ECO 11-3201
ECO 11-3203
ECO 11-3204
ELC 21-1703
ENG 14-1873
ENG 14-1874
ENG 14-1875
ENG 14-1877
ENG 15-1881
HLT 91-2112
ITL 12-2642
ITL 13-2643
MKT 13-1345
MTH 22-2471
MUS 10-2826
MUS 44-2846
MUS 70-2854
NUR 31-ALL
NUR 34-ALL
PEA 81-2042
RDL 01-9741**
RDL 02-9743**
SPN 11-9351**
SPN 20-2681
SOC 31-3111
11:15-1:15 PM
COURSE SECTION
ART 11-2762
ART 11-2764
ART 31-2774
BIO 72-4005
CMS 11-1507
CMS 11-1513
BL 304
BL 310
TT 228
NI 400A
NI 400B
TT 602
TT 603
Tf 604
NI 207
NI 207
NI 205
SA 202
TT 224
TT 225
TT 227
TT 226
TT 331
SA 205
TT 205
TT 205
TT 203
TT 202
GU 342
GU 333
GU 344
NI 104
PH 11
AG 311
LOCAL 144
LOCAL 144
BX ST
TT 204
TT 330
ROOM
BL 302
BL 304
BL 310
HA 101
TT 602
TT 603
MONDAY, JANUARY 12. 1981
6:00-8:00 PM
COURSE SECTION
BIO 47-8002
BIO 71-8003
BUS 11-5252
BUS 11-5253
BUS 11-5254
HLT 91-6111
HIS 10-ALL
MTH 05-9771**
PEA 11-6001
PHY 31-7055*(6-9)
RDL 01-9791**
SHO 11-7136
SHO 13-7138
SHO 15-7139
SHO 17-7140
WPR 11-7181
WPR 12-7182
8*1C_in«1C l>\)f• liJ-lU.l*? rlYl
COURSE SECTION
BUS 51-5257
BUS 51-5258
BUS 51-5259
ENG 01-ALL
ENG 02-ALL
ESL 11-7393
HLT 91-6115
SEC 41-7122
TYP 11-7156
TYP 13-7158
ROOM
TT 224
TT 225
NH 23
NH 24
NH 25
SA 205
NI 104
LOCAL 144
AG GYM
TT 330
LOCAL 144
TT 302
TT 318
TT 328
TT 318
TT 304
TT 304
ROOM
TT 227
TT 224
TT 225
GML AUD
GML AUD
TT 226
SA 205
TT 304
TT 328
TT 318
ENG
ENG
HLT
HLT
MTH
MTH
MTH
MTH
MTH
MTH
MTH
MTH
MEC
MUS
MUS
PEA
PEA
PEA
PHM
PSY
PSY
PSY
PSY
RDL
RDL
SPN
13-9713**
72-1886
91-2117
92-2128
12-2454
12-2455
12-2456
12-2457
12-2459
21-2469
21-2470
45-2484
01-1751
11-2830
25-2837
11-2005
21-2015
41-2037
11-3002
31-3254
31-3256
42-3264
71-9372**
01-9742**
11-4017
15-2676
1:30-3:30 PM
COURSE SECTION
ART
ART
BIO
BIO
CMS
CMS
CMS
CMS
CMS
CMS
CMS
EDU
ENG
HLT
HLT
HLT
MTH
MEC
MUS
PEA
PEA
PEA
PHM
PSY
PSY
PSY
PSY
PSY
PSY
SPN
10-2759
11-2765
18-1013
18-1015
11-1521
11-1522
11-1525
13-1534
13-1553
21-1546
21-1554
31-3356
14-1879
91-2121
93-2131
94-2134
06-9341**
21-ALL
43-2845
11-2007
21-2016
41-2039
10-ALL
41-3258
41-3259
41-3260
41-3262
41-3263
43-3266
16-2877
TT
TT
GT
604
606
B3
LOCAL 144
TT
SA
SA
LH
LH
TT
TT
LH
LH
LH
GT
BL
GU
GU
AG
AG
AG
PH
TT
TT
TT
BX
226
205
202
37
37
225
224
32
33
36
302
208
214
342
GYM
POOL
302
11
205
330
228
ST
LOCAL 144
TT
TT
219
206
ROOM
BL
BL
PH
PH
TT
TT
m
Tf
TT
TT
TT
TT
SA
SA
SA
BX
TT
GU
AG
AG
AG
NI
TT
NI
TT
NI
TT
TT
TT
304
302
11
11
602
603
604
m
620
420
419
418
331
205
202
203
ST
226
333
GYM
POOL
302
104
228
207
228
207
224
225
405
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TUESDAY,
JANUARY 13, 1981 WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 14, 1981
3:45-5:45 PM
COURSE SECTION
9:00-11:00 AM
COURSE SECTION ROOM
1:30-3:30 PM
COURSE SECTION ROOM
6:00-8:00 PM
COURSE SECTION ROOM
ROOM1
ART 11-2767
ART 11-2768
ART 41-2775
BIO 43-1030
CMS 11-1529
CMS 11-1531
CMS 11-1532
CMS 21-1547
CMS 21-1548
CMS 31-9901
EDU 16- ALL
ELC 01-1701
ELC 98-1709
ENG 14-1880
FIN 31-1326
HLT 91-2124
MTH 12-9342**
MTH 21-9343*
MUS 70-2857
PHY 01-3051
6:00-8:00 PM
COURSE SECTION
ACC 14-5208
AST 12-7092
BIO 15-5004
BIO 18-5006
BIO 23-5007
BIO 43-5013
BIO 44-5014
BIO 73-8005
CMS 11-5502
DAT 32-5303
EDU, 31-7352 .
ELC 11-5701
ELC 25-5703
ELC 45-5704
ECO 12-7202
ENG 02-9762**
ENG 14-5818
FIN 31-5326
HLT 91-6112
HLT 93-6116
MTH 12-6415
MTH 31-6422*(6-9)
MTH 32-6423*(6-9)
MTH 33-6424*(6-9)
MEC 11-5752
MUS 11-6826
PSY 11-7237
PSY 42-7243
SPN 13-6666
SOC 11-7301
8:15-10:15 PM
COURSE SECTION
BIO 11 -ALL
CMS 11-5504
CMS 13-5505
ENG 14-5819
LAW 41-5332
LAW 45-5334
MKT 11-5341
MKT 11-5342
MTH 16-6416
PSY 11-7239
PSY 31-7241
RDL 01-7426
RDL 01-7427
RDL 01-7428
RDL 01-7429
RDL 02-ALL
BL 304
BL 302
BL Bl
TT 227
TT 602
TT 603
TT 604
TT 330
TT 330
TT 204
TT 228
BL 207
BL 206
TT 226
TT 224
SA 205
BX ST
BX ST
GU 344
TT 225
ROOM
NH 23
TT 401
TT 331
HA 101
NI 205
TT 203
TT 204
TT 205
TT 405
NH 26
TT 202
TT 419
TT 403
GT B3
TT 420
LOCAL 144
TT 224
NH 27
SA 205
SA 203
NI 307
TT 227
GT 418
GT 302
BL 201
GU 105
TT 225
TT 330
TT 226
TT 228
ROOM
HA 101
TT 203
TT 204
TT 228
TT 224
TT 205
NI 205
TT 226
TT 225
TT 331
TT 330
NI 207
NI 400A
NI 207
NI 400B
NI 104
ART
BIO
BIO
BIO
CMS
CMS
CMS
ECO
ELC
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
HLT
HLT
MEC
MUS
MUS
MUS
PEA
PHY
PHY
PHY
PHY
22-2773
11-9301**
71-1034
71-4004
11-1505
11-1506
21-1540
12-3207
25-1704
01-9711**
14-1876
19-1882
50-1883
91-2113
94-2133
12-1755
11-2828
11-2829
41-2843
27-2022
31-3057*(8AM)
32-3058*(8AM)
34-3059*(8AM)
61-3060*(8AM)
11:15-1:15 PM
COURSE SECTION
BL 310
BX ST
HA 101
HA 101
TT 602
TT 603
TT 604
TT 224
TT 227
* LOCAL 144
TT 225
TT 226
TT 205
SA 205
SA 202
BL 201
GU 342
GU 333
GU 214
AG POOL
LH 32
LH 33
LH 33
LH 36
ROOM
ART
ART
ART
CMS
CMS
CMS
CMS
CMS
EDU
HLT
HLT
HLT
HIS
ITL
MTH
MUS
MUS
PEA
PHL
PSY
SPN
SPN
SPN
PEA
11-2766
15-2770
55-2777
11-1516
11-1517
11-1518.
11-1519
21-1545
24-3355
91-2122
91-2135
92-2129
37-2226
11-2641
23-2472
12-2832
71-2858
31-2034
11-3216
22-3253
17-2678
18-2679
19-2680
21-2017
3:45-5:45 PM
COURSE SECTION
ART
ART
AST
AST
BIO
CMS
CMS
CMS
CMS
EDU
ELC
ELC
ENG
ENG
DAT
HLT
HIS
MKT
MUS
MUS
MUS
PEA
PEA
PEA
PEA
PEA
PSY
PSY
SOC
SPN
SPN
11-2763
21-2772
11-3091
12-3092 '
41-4002
11-1511
11-1512
15-1536
21-1543
10-3351
11-1702
38-1706
02-9712**
13-9311**
32-1306
91-2118
21-2224
33-1347
10-2827
11-2831
70-2855
11-2006
22-2018
36-2035
41-2036
81-2043
35-3257
44-3267
35-3313
21-2682
23-3684
BL 304
BL 310
BH 228
BH 228
TT 202
TT 602
TT 603
TT 604
TT 606
TT 224
TT 227
GT B3
LOCAL 144
BX ST
NH 23
SA 205
TT 227
TT 225
GU 342
GU 333
GU 344
AG GYM
AG POOL
AG GYM
AG 302
AG 311
TT 203
TT 330
TT 204
TT 205
TT 228
H
ART
ART
BIO
CMS
CMS
CMS
CMV
EDU
ELC
HLT
HLT
HLT
HIS
MEC
MUS
PEA
•8*8$
#**>
%
%
A
(
"
i
10-2760
71-2778
74-4007
11-1527
11-1530
14-1535
96-1691
40-4015
95-1708
91-2125
91-2126
93-2132
35-9911
33-1758
70-2856
46-2041
^ftuJP
*0nv*
**£$P^r
 c
*o&
*V&y /%{r\*\PL*f>
^^ ^**8*»jflflflp
-uSKP*as*
r^
BL 304
BL 310
BL 302
TT 602
TT 603
TT 604
TT 606
TT 620
TT 224
SA 205
SA 202
SA 203
TT 226
TT 225
TT 202
GU 342
GU .3.44 .
AG GYM
TT 227
TT 203
TT 204
TT 205
TT 205
AG POOL
ROOM
BL 304
BL 101
TT 227
TT 604
TT 603
TT 606
TT 620
TT 225
TT 205
SA 202
SA 205
SA 203
TT 224
TT 204
GU 344
AG 302
•tf
**£S&
^8$^3*3$^$p* 1 ^
<rf% <3JkO^
. ^ 4%(X*
Jt\V^
c\ **t
^sx&&
^stf^tfrF^
ACC
ART
BIO
BIO
BIO
BIO
BUS
BUS
CHM
CHM
CHM
CHM
CHM
CMS
CMS
ECO
EDU
ELC
ELC
ENG
ENG
ENG
FRN
FRN
HLT
MKT
MTH
MEC
PHY
PHY
PEA
PEA
PSY
PSY
SPN
SOC
13-5207
11-6756
24-5008
28-501 1
41-5012
72-8004
10-5251
41-5255
ll-5403*(6-9)
12-5404*(6-9)
14-5405*(6-9)
32-5407*(6-9)
35-5410*(6-9)
11-5501
21-5507
11-7201
10-7351
21-5702
92-5705
01-9761**
13-9763**
14-5817
11-6601
12-6602
91-6113
18-5343
18-6418
01-5751
21-7053*(6-9)
22-7054*(6-9)
35-6004
46-6005
11-7236
22-7240
30-6668
32-7303
8:15-10:15 PM
COURSE SECTION
CHM
CMS
DAT
MKT
MTH
PSY
PSY
SOC
*9wr
*£$$P
~
02-ALL
16-5506
30-ALL
43-5344
17-6417
11-7238
41-7242
11-7302
NH
BL
HA
BL
TT
TT
NH
NH
N I
NI
N I
N!
NI
IT
I T
TT
TT
BL
BL
LOC
IOC
TT
IT
TT
SA
NH
TT
BL
BH
BH
AG
AG
TT
TT
TT
TT
23
304
101
301
203
401
24
25
205
307
4!X)A
400B
403
204
205
33 i
403
206
20-
AI . i44
AI. !44
22*
224
224
205
26
418
201
228
226
GYM
302
227
330
226
405
ROOM
NI
TT
PH
TT
TT
TT
TT
TT
207
203
11
225
226
224
227
228
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Kwanza An Alternative To Christmas
BY OSEYE MCHAWI AND TAINA TRAVERSO
The 60's was a volcanic era of Black
Movement, Black Consciousness—Black
Identity and Solidarity. The eruption
molded, fertilized and surfaced Malcolm X,
M.L. Kings Jr., the Afro, Black studies
and Kwanza.
In 1966 Maulana Ron Karenga, a
Californian Civil Rights Leader, for-
mulated a non-religious alternative to
Christmas-Kwanza (first fruit in Swahili). It
represented a revolt against the White Jesus
and an effort to solidate the mind and spirit
of Black Americans. Kwanza is celebrated
from December 26th to January 1st. Its
seven symbols represent traditional and
modern items and the reflection of
their concept.
THE SEVEN SYMBOLS
Dec. 26th-Mazao(Crops), Dec.
27th-(Mkeka(Mat), Dec. 28th-Kinara
(Candle Holder), Dec. 29th-Vibunzi(Gifts),
Dec. 31st-Kikombe cha Umoja(The Unity
Cup), Jan. Ist-Mishumaa Saba(The Seven
Candles).
Mazao(Crops)
The mazao represent the historical roots
of the holiday and the rewards of collective,
productive labor. Kwanza, as a harvest, or
first-fruit celebration has its roots in the
agricultural ceremonies of African peoples
on the continent. These ceremonies, at
harvest time, were for celebrating; rejoic-
ing; thanksgiving and togetherness.
Fruits and vegetables are placed on the
table with the Kwanza setup to represent
the mazao.
Mkeka(Mat)
The mkeka (mat) is the symbol of tradi-
tion and history. The mkeka was chosen as
this symbol because it is a traditional
African item. Tradition and history are
founda t ions for knowledge and
understanding of self, society and the
world.
Kinara (Candle Holder)
The kinara is symbolic of our parent peo-
ple, the continental Africans. The kinara
has come to mean our African ancestors as
a collective whole, the African man and
African woman (Parenthood). The kinara
is also symbolic of the corn stalk, which
produced the vibunzi which in turn
reproduce indefinitely and innumerably-
insuring the immortality of the people.
Kwanza reinforces the fact that we are an
African people who, through hazards and
hassles of history, find ourselves in
America. Just as the Chinese, Japanese,
Mexicans and Puerto Ricans who change
residence, but never lose their names, so it
must be that Blacks never lose their names
or deny their African origins, regardless of
their life and history in America.
Vibunzi(Ears of Corn)
The vibunzi represent our children and
each family uses as many ears of corn as it
has children. In traditional terms, the ears
of corn represent the produce of the stalk,
and the potential of the offspring to
become stalks or producers and repro-
ducers. The stalk (kinara) and the ears of
corn (vibunzi) are linked in the task of
establishing and perpetuating the people.
Kwanza places emphasis on children,
because they are our hope and future, our
life after death. Therefore, Kwanza also
seeks to strengthen the bonds between
parents and children, and to teach them
new views and values which aid them in
self-conscious and active struggle for
our people.
Zawadi(Gifts)
The zawadi are symbolic of the com-
mitments made and kept by the children,
and of the fruits of the labor of the parents.
Kwanza gift-giving has to be open and
acknowledged so that parents will receive
due credit for their sacrifice and hard work
to provide their children with gifts. The
purpose of this is to put an end to the de-
meaning practice of reducing Black parents
to the role of mediators and messengers for
invisible elves or a strange European-Santa
Claus-promising things that they can't
deliver and have no idea of whether the
parents can either.
Kwanza gifts should always include two
items: a) a book, and b) a heritage symbol-
regardless of what else is given. This
stipulation points to our priorities of
building and liberating our people. The
book reflects and reaffirms our commit-
ment to education and the heritage symbol
is to keep us constantly in touch with
ourselves and our history.
Kikombe cha Umoja
(The Unity Cup)
The kikombe symbolizes the first princi-
ple, Umoja (unity). It is used to pour liba-
tion for the ancestors and then drunk from
by each member of the family (and friends)
in a gesture to honor and praise their collec-
tive work, and is a commitment to continue
the struggle they began. The kikombe is
usually filled with wine, or apple juice or
whatever the majority wishes.
Mishumaa Saba
(The Seven Candles)
The mishumaa saba (the seven candles)
represent the Nguzo Saba (The Seven Prin-
ciples). The candles are three reds, one
black and three greens. The black candle is
usually placed in the center of the kinara
(candle holder); the three red candles are
placed on the left and the three greens are
placed on the right.
The black candle represents Black people
in unity. The red ones represent struggle
and the green ones represent our future.
For information on where to purchase
Kwanza items call The East at 636-9400 or
The Afrikan Poetry Theatre 523-3312.
CORRECTION
In a story published in October issue
of the newspaper, "Cafeteria has new
Management and new taste," mention was
made of a report of a break-in filed by Mrs.
Loretta Belotti. The information was based
on interview with Security and administra-
tion officials.
However, a Dec. 12 memo to the Com-
municator, from Security Services Director
James Scully, explains that the report was
not filed by Mrs. Belotti, but by Assistant
Manager Tom Buffuto. • ; /
 ;
Mr. Scully says that he wished •"ft} cle"aT- '
Up any misunderstanding in this'matter." '
"WIN WIN WIN!"
SOLVE THE BCC PUZZLE IN THIS ISSUE
AND BE THE WINNER OF $5.00
The rules are simple. Just complete the puzzle included in
this issue and bring your completed copy to The COM-
MUNICATOR. One winner will be selected by lottery
among those and only those who have the exact answers.
Puzzles will be accepted until Friday, January 9th, 4 p.m.
Office is at G.S.C. Room 306, hours 12-7p.m.
Only students can participate. Communicator staff
and/or relatives are ineligible.
Solution will appear in next issue.
Puzzle No. 4 by Flora N. Daniels
Down
1. To fall
2. Singing form
3. Employer
4. December 25th
6. Exist
7. Esteem
8. Attempt
9. Place
10. Stadium
11. Mound
12. Shout
17. Frozen water
18. Grinds
23. Jan. 1st Greeting
25. To send
28. Woman's title
30. Chore
31. Converse
33. United States of America
35. Consumed
38. Lessen
40. The coach
41. Near
42. Boat's rear
47. Evoke
49. Cereal
51. To collect by bits
52. Frees
53. To leave out
54. Nimble
57. Compact
59. Barrier
61. Standing Room Only (Abbrev.)
64. Physician (Abbrev.)
Across
1. Charles' nickname
5. Small vehicles
10. Timid
13. Hurry
14. Unmixed
15. Hasten
16. United States
19. To perch
20. Building wing
21. Wealthy
22. A resort
23. Corridor
24. That boy
26. Was viewed
27. Fitzgerald
28. Master of Ceremonies
(Abbrev.)
29. Scheme
31. Scale note
32. Music (Abbrev.)
34. Strip of leather
36. Book of maps
37. Groups
39. St. Nick
42. Senator (Abbrev.)
43. Arkansas (Abbrev.)
44. Sort
45. Route (Abbrev.)
46. Space
48. Cat's cry
50. For Example (Abbrev.)
52. Cheery
55. Negation (Comb, form)
56. Beams
58. Mischievous child
59. Persistently ask for paymen
60. Profound
61. Director (Abbrev.)
63. Term in tennis
65. Breath of emanation
66. Pig's pen
67. Jolly
68. Inert gaseous element
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
CONTEST RESULTS . . .
Of the nine contestants who entered the
Communicators first monthly crossword
pu//.le competition, there were four eligible
entries. All crosswords were carefully
checked against the Authors key. The
names of the eligible contestants were writ-
ten separately on small papers and tossed
into a box. The winner, chosen "lottery
style," by Mrs. Roberta Koch of the Stu-
dent Activities Office is . . . Janice
Robinson.
Mrs. Robinson pick up her winnings at
the Communicators office, Gould Student
Center rm. 306, between Monday and
Thursday from 12:00-5:00 p.m. The B.C.C.
student l.D. is required.
WINNER
This puzzle is Janice Robinson's
sz 21 ns?
aaaaa ran
WiUSi
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Versos
Estudiantiles
THE SPANISH 20 POETS
Dear students of Spanish Twenty,
You have felt wronged and maligned
'Cause the writing of some verses
As homework I did assign.
"Oh, Professor, we're not poets,
Just students at B.C.C."
"Quiet, you ungrateful cynics,
And follow this recipe:
Four spoonfuls of rhyme for seasoning,
Add meter that's not too strong,
A slight pinch of inspiration,
Well-blended make quite a song."
Having all followed this lesson,
Each one has earned the degree
Of Poet, Cum Laude, and, in Life,
Poets you 'II forever be.
*£*&&<* °^x°;&*> sj>$r
LOS POETAS DEL ESPANQL 20
Alumnos del Espanol Veinte,
Cuando les di la tarea
De escribir unos poemas,
Me pusieron carafea:
"No, Profesor, imposible;
Somos alumnos, no poetas."
"Callaos, alumnos ingratos
Y sigan esta receta:
Cuatro cucharas de rima,
Un grano de inspiracidn,
Dos o tres metros contados:
Asfnace una cancidn."
Siguieron bien mi leccidn
Y han alcanzado la meta;
Queda ahora cada uno
Certificado Poeta.
Prof. A. L. Resto
Despedida
Una manana de otono
De mi hogar me despedi
Dejando a aquellos seres
que adoro con frenesi.
AI despedirme de aquellos
Que un dia me vieron crecer,
La Idgrimas escondia
Para no dejarles ver.
"Adids" recuerdo que dije
En aquel angustiado momenta;
El viento las flores movi'a
Mostrando su descontento.
Han pasado veinte anos
Y no he podido olvidar
Aquella tierra tan bella
Y aquel precioso palmar.
Pronto me marcho de aqui
Yserdn mis deseos mayores
Jamas cambiar mi pals
Par cincuenta 'nuevayores.'
—Anna Alejandro
* °
*+&
5*y*.. 'fcr... */» . f>S... •%>.
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What's Happening
PLANNING TO TRANSFER TO A
SENIOR COLLEGE?
There are a number of ways to be prepared —
PLAN AHEAD!
I. DO YOU KNOW....
1) CUNY (City University of New York) — Anyone
who earns an ASSOCIATE DEGREE AA, AS,
AAS at a CUNY Community College is
GUARANTEED admission to a CUNY Senior
College and is given first priority for admission to
the college and program of his/her choice.
A. AA & AS graduates transfer to a parallel
(same) program at a Senior College: enter the
junior year and receive FULL CREDIT for work
taken at BCC.
a ) Special programs (e.g., School of Health
Sciences, Hunter) are highly competitive and
require specific course preparation AND high
G.P.A. — START TO PREPARE NOW!
b ) Transfer to Non-parallel program (different
curriculum) is also guaranteed for graduates.
Students may be required to make up re-
. quirements at the Senior College. These
credits go toward the Baccalaureate Degree.
B . A.A.S. graduates. (Career programs) are also
guaranteed admission to a Senior College but
must be prepared to make up all course re-
quirements such as language and math at
Senior College. These courses will be credited
toward Baccalaureate Degree.
2 ) SUNY (State University of New York) —Students
who earn the Associate Degree are also eligi-
ble to transfer to the State University of New
York (SUNY). The Associate Degree general-
ly fulfills the Freshman and Sophomore re-
quirements of the Baccalaureate Degree.
Priority for College and Program of your
choice is based on G.P.A.
3) PRIVATE & INDEPENDENT colleges offer
generous scholarships to students who earn
the Associate Degree. Selection is based on
G.P.A. MINIMUM to be considered for
scholarship is 3.0 G.P.A. SO PREPARE
NOW! KEEP YOUR GRADES UP!
REMEMBER ALL colleges offer financial
aid packages based on need.
II. DO YOU KNOW....
The Transfer Counseling Office of the Department of
Student Development plans activities to keep you in-
formed, help you explore and assist you in making deci-
sions about transferring:
1) Counseling Prof. Mae Goldberg Loew 306
Prof. Marilyn Lamkay Loew 216 —
For C.D. Students
2) Transfer Library Loew 307 — Current Col-
lege catalogs & curiculum in-
formation.
3) Transfer! Workshops To resolve all your
questions and dispel
all the myths.
4) Transfer Day To meet senior college
representatives to explore
your transfer opportunities.
SP!, C TRANSFER DAY—
T H L K - P A Y , MARCH 12, 1981
Watch for flyers and posters
for exact time and place
SPRING V i>i<KSHOPS — MARCH 17, 18, 19 & 26th
ADULT BASIC EDUCATION
Reading Classes
Math Classes
Writing Classes
English as a Second Language
Oral Communication
Registration for the Adult Basic Education Program
will be held on:
Dates: January 5 and 6, 1981
January 5, 1981 for students who attended
classes before
January 6, 1981 for new students
Time: from 10:30-1:00 PM
Place: BRONX COMMUNITY COLLEGE
181 STREET AND UNIVERSITY AVENUE
GOULD RESIDENCE HALL, 307 & 315
Classes meet from 9:00 to 2:00 PM
FIRST COME FIRST SERVED.
ALL STUDENTS PLEASE BRING 2 PENCILS WITH
YOU, SINCE YOU HAVE TO BE TESTED TO BE
PLACED IN A CLASS.
Earn 4 Credits in Spanish in 2 Weeks
this January
An Opportunity of a Life Time for Business Students
and Elective Credit
Who Gains?
Non-Spanish Speaking Students
Beginning language students
Those who never studied Spanish
What's the Deal?
SPN 15 BEGINNING SPANISH CONVERSATION
4 rec4 cr
Intensive conversation course emphasizing practical and
realistic situations including the business, community and
civil service areas. Use of Audio lab required.
Transferable to Baruch, Lehman, other colleges. No
homework.. .concentrated exposure to and practice with
spoken Spanish.
When Do I Start?
Monday, January 19, 1981 to Friday, January 30, 1981.
10 days, 9:30 A.M. to 3:30 P.M., includes breaktime.
Where Do I Study?
Language Workshop, Tech Two, room 503.
How Do I Apply?
Reserve a place now, only 20 spaces. Fill out application in
Tech Two, room 506. Early register for course in
December.
Why Not?
(1) Complete language requirement for A.S. in Business
by taking SPN 15 for two weeks in January and
SPN 16 in the Spring Semester!
( 2 ) Earn elective credit!
( 3 ) Learn to speak Spanish, so vital in New York for
work, career and daily living!
For Information Call:
MODERN LANGUAGE DEPARTMENT
Telephone No. (212) 220-6151
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CLASSIFIED/ADS
HOLIDA YS COMING-
NEED EXTRA CASH?
OPENINGS FOR...
SALESPERSONS, WRAPPERS
CASHIERS, PACKERS
INVENTORY & STOCK CLERKS
PART-TIME DAYS, EVENINGS
WEEKENDS - SOME FULL-TIME
(ATTRACTIVE DISCOUNTS)
REGISTER NOW
SALES & MERCHANDISING
PLACEMENT CENTER
N.Y.S. JOB SERVICE
485 5th AVE. (at 41 St)-6th Fl.
NEW YORK CITY
NEVER A FEE
HELP WANTED
Earn $1,000 or more for a few evenings
work. No selling. Just hang posters on your
ampus advertising our half price tours of
Europe. For details, write: Travel Study In-
ernational, 2030 East 4800 South, Suite
01, Salt Lake City, Utah 84117.
• TYPESETTING
tambien en Espanol
• STATS, VELOXES
REVERSES
852-7142
WBCC
WANTS
you
WBCC, the student operated radio station,
is looking for conscientious students with
an interest in broadcasting, as a learning
experience to widen your horizons or to ex
plore it as a career objective. Previous ex-
perience is not required. However, a
genuine interest in radio station worJt is
required. WBCC is a formated close ticfeurt
radio station which provides papular
music, news, and special information on
campus events.
There are membership openings in the
following areas/
Announcing
Engineering
Production
News reporting
Promotion
Personnel
Programming
Free FCC classes.
Apply at Gould Student Center, Room 310.
EARN $$ AND FREE TRIP
Need campus representatives to promote
our student travel programs. Contact:
The American Student Travel Center
151 Main Street
Winsted, Ct. 06098
(203) 379-7508
(800) 243-2848 Toll Free
PIANO INSTRUCTION
RUTH LUCHONOK
TEACHER OF PIANO THEORY
AND HARMONY
CALL:
367-6739
Located Near the B.C.C. Campus
ADDRESS-MAIL COMMISSION CIR-
CULARS AT HOME! BE FLOODED
WITH OFFERS!! OFFER-DETAILS
RUSH STAMPED ADDRESSED
ENVELOPE & $1.00 SERVICE FEE
(J. FIELDS, DEPT. M, 100-4 BEBS PL.,
BRONX 10475)
SUPPORT YOUR
EDUCATIONAL BUDGET
AND BOLSTER YOUR
WORK EXPERIENCE AT
temporarilyyours
If your present schedule affords
you the opportunity of working at
least 1 full day per week & you
have good clerical skills, we have
all kinds of PART TIME TEMPORARY
POSITIONS available in a
variety of fields thruout the metro-
politan area.
SECRETARIES, TYPISTS,
GAL/MAN FRIDAY, CLERKS,
SWITCHBOARD OPERATORS,
WORD PROCESSORS,
KEY-PUNCH, STENOS, ETC...
There are no failing grades at
TEMPORARILY YOURS, the peo-
ple-oriented "personal" personnel
service. Come in and meet
MARGO BERK & the Staf f . . .
graduate to an innovative working
environment that will also give
your educational budget a raise!
temporarilyyours
1 EAST 42 ST,
NEW YORK CITY, NY 10017
(SUITE 707) 212-661-4850
P.S. If vour future plans call for the need of a
PERMANENT POSITION, there is always
MARGO BERK PERSONNEL
The largest selection
of hard aluminum
MEASURING TOOLS
in the country!
STRAIGHT EDGES/T-SQUARES
METRIC RULES/L-SQUARES
CENTERING RULES
TRIANGLES/CURVE STICKS
INKING RULES
and many others...
,SEE THEM AT YOUR BOOKSTORE
or SEND FOR CATALOG
FAIRGATE
RULE CO., INC.
22 Adams Ave.
P.O. Box 278
COLO SPRING. N.Y.
U.S.A. 10516
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IS THIS
WHAT YOUR
KISSES
TASTE UKE?
If you smoke cigarettes,
you taste l ike one.
Your clothes and hair
can smell stale and
unpleasant, t<x>.
You don't notice it, hut
people close to you do.
Especially if they don't
smoke.
And non-smokers
are the best people to
love. They live
longer.
AMERICAN J
CANCER SOCIETY
This space contributed as a
public service
Spore Time!
No Money?
If uou hove office skills, such as sec
retanal. typing, clerical, word pro-
cessing or bookkeeping, do see us
regarding a JOR OPPORTUNITY
THMT FITS VOUR fK f l fXMK PRO
GRMM.
Call Jane Grove
(212) 986-0636
505 Fifth Rve (42nd St)
N.V., NV10017
Coll John Essex
(212)227-4510
150 Broadway (nr Liberty St)
N.V., NV 10038
temporary services/inc.
/(pay$
to advertise in
the
COMMUNICATOR
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SPORTS ACTION
Football Teams Tangle in B.C.C. Superbowl
BY JAIME PENA
Has gridiron fever struck B.C.C.? Of
course it has. The enthusiasm evidenced
this fall has heralded the surge of in-
tramural football on campus.
The Intramural Football League compos-
ed of 6 teams, played on Thursdays from 12
to 2 (o'clock) under the supervision of Dr.
Sam Schwartz. Dr. Schwartz gave the pro-
gram it 's in i t i a l thrust , became a
commissioner-like figure, enforcing and
clarifying league rules. "Respect, coopera-
tion and compromise is essential for the
operation of any football program," a
strict Dr. Schwartz would relay to the team
captains.
From the beginning the team captains
knew that personnel would be crucial to
team success. With this in mind, each cap-
tain scouted and drafted the individuals
they though would lead them to a cham-
pionship. The assemblement produced the
Cowboys, Redskins, Trojans, Raiders,
Lightning Rods and the Snowhouse Crew.
The season was characterized by the ex-
cellence of play, exhibited by these warriors
of the pigskin endeavor. The play on the
field was intense, hardhitting, and exciting.
Among these franchises a powerhouse
team, the Cowboys, led by widereceivers
Rookie Trackstars Make
Outstanding Debut
BY PETER BURNETT
Farmingdale Community College, last
December 10, was the exhibition area for
B.C.C.'s newest trackstars, and they
showed how prosperous they are.
Norman Johnson led the way in the
sprints. He placed 3rd in the 60 yards dash,
and 5th in the 300 yards. Teammates Ralph
Cooper (600 yds. and mile relay) and Zab
Urbay (1,000 yds., mile and mile relay) were
also standouts.
This year, Bronx has been able to bring
forth a 2 runner women's track team. Both
runners entered the 300 yds. dash. Eunice
Walsh placed 2nd and Kim Perkison took
third in overall women standings.
B.C.C.'s Zab urbay gave an impressive
showing in the mile run. He said, "I can't
believe I ran 4:43. I had hoped to break
4:50 indoors this year, but this 4:43 makes
me determined to continue this season."
MILE RELAY REVIEW
It brought the talents of distance runners
Zab Urbay and Earnest Eans with sprinters
Ralph Cooper, and Norman Johnson.
In region XV the mile relay is an event
which determines the competitive teams for
the season.
A few seconds after the gun had been
fired, Norman came out in fourth place. He
seemed to be worn out by his two previous
events. He did, however, pass one man, and
handed the stick to Ralph.
Ralph went out flying, the only sprinter
left, trying to catch the men in front. A
distance of 10 and 20 yds. separated him
from them. As he passed the 2nd runner,
the crowd started cheering; he surged
towards the last runner and the crowd
cheered some more. He passed the men and
the crowd went wild.
He had opened a 5 and 10 yds. lead over
the 2nd and 3rd runners when he handed
the baton. The next two runner were unable
to hold the lead as Bronx finished in third
place.
No shame was present, though, after the
meet. Coach Gregg Perry said, "I am very
impressed with the teams performance."
He is however, still looking for student
athletes interested in track. Individuals can
contact him, he says, at the Phys. Ed. office
at Alumni Gym.
PHOTO BY LESLY LHERISSON
Juan Gonzalez and Jesse Ralat on offense
and Jaime Penta, Flores (Krasher) Rios on
defense. "We played as a unit with a lot of
intensity" said Mr. Rios.
The trademark of the Cowboys was a
balance offensive and defensive attack, but
it was a fierce defense that made them a
feared opponent. During a 4 games stretch
the Cowboys compiled a combined score of
108 points, while being unscored upon.
The playoffs featured a solid Trojans
team, and the Cinderella team of the year
the Redskins. The Trojans an outstanding
team was led by all pro quarterback Earl
Rodgers, and receiver Kai Wong. The Red-
skins were led by speedy all pro wide
receivers, Louis Hernandez, and Artie Ron-
don. Although primarily used as a receiver
Rondon also shared quarterbacking duties,
and returned punts.
These 2 teams had met during the regular
season, the Trojans having won the game
on a controversial call.
So the stage was set for the playoff game,
as the favored Trojans took the field
against the charged Redskins. The confron-
tation would prove to be one of the best
games of the season.
When the dust had cleared, the Redskins
had pulled off the biggest upset of the
season, conquering the Trojans 8-12.
"We had to be aggressive, and in-
timidating to beat the Cowboys," A
member of the Redskins squad explained
bluntly.
The B.C.C. Superbowl got underway
with the Cowboy quarterback throwing a
touchdown strike to wide receiver Juan
Gonzalez, on the first pass of the game. But
it did not go unanswered, as the Redskins
scored on their second play of the game.
At halftime both teams were tied at
12-12, but the second half belonged to the
Cowboys. They scored 18 points, and shut
out the Redskins offense, to gain their first
B.C.C. championship.
attMt=fctt=aaaaMeara~ffiasat3
Would you like to have reduced
tickets to all Knicks regular
season games? If yes, get
discount cards in G.S.C., Room
104.
aME=e=aateKata3t-ffi=aafcffi=tt
Bronx Defeat Seton, 132-63
Paddleball Players
The paddleball club meets every Fri-
day from 3 to 5 P.M. at:
Bronx Indoor Paddleball
1261 Zerega Ave.,
Bronx,(#6 Train)
All students, faculty and staff are in-
vited to attend.
For more info see Prof. Resto,
Modern Language Dept. (Tech II506)
BY PETER BURNETT
Extra! Extra! Read all about it! The men's
basketball team, with a 1-3 record,
demolished Elizabeth Seton College,
132-63, to earn their first victory.
on Saturday Dec. 13, the Broncos ran
over ESC. As the final score indicated
after, all players contributed effectively.
The first moments of the game revealed the
competitiveness of the teams. They played
the "whatever you do, I can do too" type
of game, for the first eight minutes. Then,
with a sudden tough defense, the Broncos
forced their opponents to take poor percen-
tage shots from outside the key. Grabbing
defensive rebounds, one after the other,
they erupted in a series of fast breaks which
they converted in two or three pointers.
With 4:58 left in the first half, Lee Can-
non got the ball at half court, dribbled to
the right side of the key, and with a fancy
move leaped towards the basket. The ball
never made it through the net—as Lee was
clobbered by three opponents—but the ag-
gressive move did excite the crowd. After he
converted the free throws B.C.C. led by a
score of 69-25.
Minutes later Bill McWayne received the
ball under the basket. He quickly put it up
against the fiberglass, but the ball came
down. He made two more unsuccessful
tries, boxing out his opponents in the pro-
cess. The fourth attempt proved successful.
This incident, which was repeated many
times during the game, showed how the
Broncos dominated the game. The home
team went into the dressing room leading,
75-31, at the half.
BASKETNOTES
Craig Williams and Milt Brown came off
the bench, in the second half, to make im-
pressive showings In explaining her
loss ESC coach Susan Kuper said "this is
our first year and we are still recruiting. We
definitely need some height on the team."
The key to Bronx's success was starting
three guards, John Junious, Lee Cannon
and Bill McWayne instead of a lot of big
men, explained coach Vernon Haley.
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